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w xLet P s K x , . . . , x be the polynomial algebra over a field K of characteris-n 1 n
tic 0. We show that applying an automorphism to a given polynomial p g P isn
mimicked by Grobner transformations of a basis of the ideal of P generated byÈ n
partial derivatives of this polynomial. In the case of P , this yields a miraculously2
simple algorithm for deciding whether or not a given polynomial from P is part of2
a basis. Another application is an algorithm which, given a polynomial p g P that2
is part of a basis, finds a sequence of elementary automorphisms that reduces p to
x . We also speculate on how our method may be used for constructing a possible1
counterexample to the Jacobian conjecture in higher dimensions. Q 1997 Academic
Press
1. INTRODUCTION
w xLet P s K x , . . . , x be the polynomial algebra over a field K ofn 1 n
characteristic 0. Define the outer rank of a polynomial p g P to be then
minimal number of generators x on which an automorphic image of pi
can depend. This has a simple geometric meaning: if the outer rank of a
polynomial p g P equals k, k F n, then in case the ground field K isn
. nalgebraically closed , in the affine space A , the hypersurface p s 0 can be
 n.mapped by an automorphism of A onto a cylinder whose base has
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The present paper was originally motivated by the problem of determin-
ing the outer rank of a given polynomial p.
This problem has been considered for various algebraic systems. The
first significant result should be attributed to Whitehead: based on his
powerful combinatorial technique, it is possible to determine the outer
w xrank of an element of a free group}see 10 .
w xRecently, Umirbaev 15 has come up with an observation of major
importance: the outer rank of a free group element appears to be equal to
 .the rank i.e., to the minimal number of generators of the right ideal of
 .the free group ring generated by partial noncommutative Fox derivatives
of this element.
w x In 11 , a similar result has been proved independently, but somewhat
.earlier for an element of a free Lie algebra.
These results might tempt one to assume that also in the case of a
polynomial algebra P , the outer rank of a polynomial p equals the rankn
of the ideal of P generated by partial derivatives of p. This, however, isn
not the case as the following example shows. Partial derivatives of the
polynomial p s x q x 2 x generate the whole algebra P as an ideal;1 1 2 2
 .therefore, they generate an ideal of rank 1 a principal ideal . At the same
time, it is easy to see that the outer rank of this polynomial equals 2.
The analysis of this example has led us to the following observation. In
the course of constructing a Grobner basis of a given ideal, one usesÈ
 w``reductions,'' that is, transformations of the following type see 1, pp.
x.  .  .   ..39]43 : given a pair p, q of polynomials, set S p, q s Lrl.t. p ? p y
  ..  .Lrl.t. q ? q, where l.t. p is the leading term of p, that is, the leading
  .  .. monomial together with its coefficient; L s l.c.m. l.m. p , l.m. q here,
 .as usual, l.c.m. means the least common multiple, and l.m. p denotes the
.leading monomial of p . In this paper, we will always consider what is
w xcalled ``deglex ordering'' in 1 }where monomials are ordered first by
total degree, then lexicographically with x ) x ) ??? ) x .1 2 n
Now a crucial observation is as follows. These Grobner reductionsÈ
appear to be of two essentially different types:
 .i Regular, or elementary, transformations. These are of the form
 .  .S p, q s a ? p y r ? q or S p, q s a ? q y r ? p for some polynomial r and
scalar a g KU. This happens when the leading monomial of p is divisible
 .by the leading monomial of q or vice versa . The reason why we call these
 .transformations elementary is that they can be written in the form p, q
 .ª a p, a q ? M, where M is an elementary matrix, that is, a matrix1 2
 .which possibly differs from the identity matrix by a single element
outside the diagonal. In the case where we have more than two polynomi-
 .  .  .als p , . . . , p , we still can write p , . . . , p ª a p , . . . , a p ? M,1 k 1 k 1 1 k k
where M is a k = k elementary matrix; elementary reduction here is
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 .actually applied to a pair of polynomials as usual , while the other ones
are kept fixed. Sometimes, it is more convenient for us to get rid of the
 .  .coefficients a and write p , . . . , p ª p , . . . , p ? M, where M be-i 1 k 1 k
 .longs to the group GE P generated by all elementary and diagonalk n
 . w x  .  .matrices from GL P . It is known 14 that GE P s GL P if k G 3,k n k n k n
 .  . w xand GE P / GL P if n G 2}see 3 .2 n 2 n
 .ii Singular transformations. These are nonregular ones.
It appears that the reason why the outer rank of the polynomial
p s x q x 2 x discussed previously is greater than the rank of the ideal1 1 2
I of P generated by partial derivatives of p is the presence of singulard p. 2
transformations in the corresponding reduction process.
We say that a polynomial p g P has a unimodular gradient if I s Pn d p. n
 .in particular, the ideal I has rank 1 in this case . Note that if thed p.
ground field K is algebraically closed, then this is equivalent, by Hilbert's
Nullstellensatz, to the gradient being nowhere-vanishing.
Then we have:
THEOREM 1.1. Let a polynomial p g P ha¨e a unimodular gradient.2
  .  ..Then the outer rank of p equals 1 if and only if one can get from d p , d p1 2
 .to 1, 0 by using only elementary transformations. Or, in the matrix form: if
  .  ..  .  .and only if d p , d p ? M s 1, 0 for some matrix M g GE P .1 2 2 2
Our proof of Theorem 1.1 is based on a generalization of Wright's weak
w xJacobian theorem 16 }see Proposition 2.4.
  .  ..Remark 1.2. Elementary transformations that reduce d p , d p to1 2
 .1, 0 can be actually chosen to be Grobner reductions, that is, to decreaseÈ
the maximum degree of monomials at e¨ery step}we prove it based on a
 .recent result of Park see Proposition 2.5 .
Now we show how one can apply this result to the study of so-called
coordinate polynomials.
We call a polynomial p g P coordinate if it can be included in an
generating set of cardinality n of the algebra P . It is clear that the outern
 .rank of a coordinate polynomial equals 1 the converse is not true! . It is
easy to show that a coordinate polynomial has a unimodular gradient, and
again}the converse is not true! On the other hand, we have:
PROPOSITION 1.3. A polynomial p g P is coordinate if and only if it hasn
outer rank 1 and a unimodular gradient.
Combining this proposition with Theorem 1.1 yields the following:
THEOREM 1.4. A polynomial p g P is coordinate if and only if one can2
  .  ..  .get from d p , d p to 1, 0 by using only elementary Grobner reductions.È1 2
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This immediately yields an algorithm for detecting coordinate polynomi-
als in P . Our algorithm is very simple and fast: it has quadratic growth2
with respect to the degree of a polynomial. In case p is revealed to be a
coordinate polynomial, the algorithm also gives a polynomial which com-
pletes p to a basis of P .2
In the case where K s C, the field of complex numbers, an alternative,
w xsomewhat more complicated algorithm has been recently reported in 6 . It
is not known whether or not there is an algorithm for detecting coordinate
polynomials in P if n G 3.n
Theorems 1.1 and 1.4 also suggest the following conjecture which is
relevant to an important problem known as ``effective Hilbert's Nullstel-
 w x.lensatz'' see 13 :
Conjecture ``G.'' Let a polynomial p g P have a unimodular gradient.2
  .  ..  .Then one can get from d p , d p to 1, 0 by using at most one1 2
singular Grobner reduction.È
Remark 1.5. For n G 3, Theorem 1.1 is no longer valid since in this
w x  .  .case, by a result of Suslin 14 , the group GL P s GE P acts transi-n n n n
tively on the set of all unimodular polynomial vectors of dimension n, yet
there are polynomials with unimodular gradient, but of the outer rank
2}see the example given previously. The ``only if'' part, however, is valid
for an arbitrary n G 2}see Proposition 2.1. It is also easy to show that
 .one always has orank p G rank I }see Lemma 2.3.d p.
Finally, we show that our method also yields an algorithm which, given a
coordinate polynomial p g P , finds a sequence of elementary automor-2
  .phisms i.e., automorphisms of the form x ª x q f x ; x ª x to-1 1 2 2 2
.gether with linear automorphisms that reduces p to x }see Remark 3.1.1
The arrangement of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we prove our
main results. Then, in Section 3, we give an actual description of the
algorithm for detecting coordinate polynomials in P . In Section 4, we2
discuss how our method may be used for constructing a possible coun-
terexample to the Jacobian conjecture in higher dimensions.
2. PROOFS
We start by fixing some notation. We write orank p for the outer rank
of a polynomial p g P and I for the ideal of P generated by partialn d p. n
 .  .  .derivatives d p , . . . , d p of p. Naturally, d p denotes the partial1 n k
derivative of p with respect to x . For an automorphism w that takes xk i
to p , 1 F i F n, the Jacobian matrix is defined as follows: J si w
  ..d p .j i 1F i, jF n
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 .We need the ``chain rule'': if p s w q for some endomorphism w, then
 .in the matrix form
d p , . . . , d p s w d q , . . . , w d q ? J , 1 .  .  .  .  . .  .  . .1 n 1 n w
where J is the Jacobian matrix of w. There is also a useful product rulew
for the Jacobian matrices:
J s c J ? J . 2 . .wc . w c
 .Proof of Proposition 1.3. i Suppose p is coordinate. Then orank p s
1 since, by definition, there is an automorphism of P that takes p to x .n 1
 .Now let p s w x for some automorphism w. Then, applying the1
 .``chain rule'' 1 , we get
d p , . . . , d p s w d x , . . . , w d x ? J . .  .  .  . .  .  . .1 n 1 1 n 1 w
This gives
d p , . . . , d p s 1, 0, . . . , 0 ? J . 3 .  .  .  . .1 n w
Since w is an automorphism, the Jacobian matrix J is invertible, so thatw
 .3 gives
d p , . . . , d p ? Jy1 s 1, 0, . . . , 0 , .  .  . .1 n w
implying 1 g I , so I s P .d p. d p. n
 .ii Now suppose orank p s 1, and I s P . After applying and p. n
 . iautomorphism if necessary , we can reduce p to the form p s  a x ,i i 1
 .where a g K. Therefore, d p should generate the whole P as an ideal.i 1 n
But this is only possible if a s 0 for i ) 1. Thus, p is coordinate.i
Our next goal is to prove Theorem 1.1. First, we prove the ``only if'' part
of this theorem in a more general form:
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let p g P be a coordinate polynomial. Then one cann
  .  ..  .get from d p , . . . , d p to 1, 0, . . . , 0 by using only elementary transfor-1 n
mations.
We need one lemma:
LEMMA 2.2. If w is an automorphism of P , then the Jacobian matrix Jn w
 .belongs to GE P .n n
 .Proof. The fact that J belongs to GL P , follows from the ``chainw n n
rule.'' Now there are two cases:
 .  .  . w xi n G 3. Then we just have GE P s GL P by a result of 14 .n n n n
 .ii n s 2. In this case, the automorphism group of P is generated by2
linear automorphisms together with automorphisms of the form x ª x1 1
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 .  . q f x ; x ª x , where the polynomial f x does not depend on x see2 2 2 2 1
w x.4, 7 . It is easy to see that the Jacobian matrix of any of those automor-
 .phisms belongs to GE P ; hence the Jacobian matrix of any automor-2 2
 .phism of P belongs to GE P as well}this follows from the product2 2 2
 .rule 2 .
Now we are ready for a
Proof of Proposition 2.1. First of all, I s P by Proposition 1.3. Sinced p. n
 .p is coordinate, we have p s w x for some automorphism w. Arguing as1
in the proof of Proposition 1.3, we get
d p , . . . , d p ? Jy1 s 1, 0, . . . , 0 . 4 .  .  .  . .1 n w
y1  .  .Since J g GE P by Lemma 2.2, 4 implies that one can get fromw n n
  .  ..  .d p , . . . , d p to 1, 0, . . . , 0 by using only elementary transforma-1 n
tions.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. The ``only if'' part follows from Proposition 2.1,
so we proceed with the ``if'' part.
Again, we need one general lemma:
LEMMA 2.3. For an arbitrary polynomial p g P , one has orank p Gn
 .rank I .d p.
Proof. Let orank p s k. Then, upon applying an automorphism if
.  .necessary , we can assume that p has the form p s p x , . . . , x . Note1 k
that the rank of I does not change under applying an automorphism tod p.
 .p}this is clear from the ``chain rule'' 1 . Now we see that the ideal Id p.
can be generated by k elements.
Returning to the proof of Theorem 1.1, we see that by Lemma 2.3 the
 .only case where we could possibly have orank p / rank I is whered p.
 .orank p s 2 whereas rank I s 1.d p.
  .  ..  .Since one can get from d p , d p to 1, 0 by using only elementary1 2
transformations, we have
d p , d p ? M s 1, 0 .  .  . .1 2
 .for some matrix M g GE P .2 2
q r1 1 .Let M s , so thatq r2 2
d p r q d p r s 0. 5 .  .  .1 1 2 2
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r1 .  .Since M g GL P , the column must be unimodular; that is, for some2 2 r2
polynomials s , s g P , we have1 2 2
s r q s r s 1.1 1 2 2
 .This together with 5 gives
d p d p .  . 1 01 2 ? M s s M .1 /s s / ) 11 2
 .The matrix M belongs to GE P because it is triangular. Hence the1 2 2
matrix
d p d p .  .1 2J s s s /1 2
 .belongs to GE P , too.2 2
Now we arrive at the most crucial point of the proof. We are going to
w x  .use a result of 16 weak Jacobian theorem in a somewhat stronger form.
The result itself says: if p, q are two polynomials from P , and the2
corresponding Jacobian matrix
d p d p .  .1 2J s  /d q d q .  .1 2
 .belongs to GE P , then p and q generate P ; in particular, they both are2 2 2
coordinate polynomials.
 . A closer look at the inductive argument in the proof of this result see
w x.16, p. 250 shows that the condition on the second row of the matrix J to
  .  ..have the form d q d q is not actually used. In other words, the1 2
result can be strengthened as follows:
d p d p .  .1 2 .PROPOSITION 2.4. If J is a matrix of the form and J gs s1 2
 .GE P , then p is a coordinate polynomial. Furthermore, there is a polyno-2 2
 .  .mial q g P such that s s d q ; s s d q , and p and q generate P .2 1 1 2 2 2
Proof. The proof of this proposition repeats the proof of Theorem 6
w xfrom 16 until ``the very last moment,'' when the actual induction step is
being done. Since we do not know a priori if our matrix J is the Jacobian
matrix of some endomorphism w, we cannot talk about composing w with
the elementary automorphism c constructed in the course of the proof of
w xTheorem 6 in 16, p. 250 .
 .Instead, having in mind the product rule 2 , we just consider the matrix
U  .J s c J ? J , where J is the Jacobian matrix of c , hence an elementaryc c
U w xmatrix. The same expansion of J as the one of J in 16, p. 250 showscw
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that the ``normal form'' of JU has smaller length than that of J. Hence we
may refer to the inductive assumption as soon as we show that the first row
U   .  ..of the matrix J still has the form d q d q for some polynomial1 2
q g P .2
Indeed, it is straightforward to see that the first row of the matrix JU is
   ..   ...d c p d c p . This completes the proof of Proposition 2.4, and1 2
the proof of Theorem 1.1 thereby, since we have shown that p is a
coordinate polynomial, in particular, orank p s 1.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Our proof is based on the following recent result
w x  .of Park 12 we give it here in a little stronger form :
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let
p qA s g GE P .2 2 /r s
and
l.m. p l.m. q .  .
l.m. A s .  /l.m. r l.m. s .  .
}the matrix of its leading monomials. Then either at least three of the entries
 .of A are constants, or one of the rows of l.m. A is a monomial multiple of
the other row, as well as one of the columns is a monomial multiple of the
other column.
w xSince the paper 12 is not published yet, we give a brief exposition of
the proof.
 .The proof is by induction on the minimal number of elementary
matrices E in a decomposition of the formi
A s D ? E ??? E , k G 2,1 k
where D is a diagonal matrix, and E ??? E are elementary matrices.1 k
Since the matrix A is invertible, leading terms should cancel out when
 .we compute the determinant of A; this means in the matrix l.m. A , either
all of the entries are constants, or one of the entries is 0 and two of the
  ..other are constants, or det l.m. A s 0.
  .. XLet det l.m. A s 0. Denote A s D ? E ??? E , and consider two1 ky1
possibilities in accordance with our induction hypothesis.
 .  X.i l.m. A has three constant entries. Let
1 0
E s .k  /g 1
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 .  X.There are three possibilities up to a ``symmetry'' for the matrix l.m. A :
 .  X.a All the entries of l.m. A are constants. In this case, the
 .matrix l.m. A is of the form
l.m. g 1 .
. /l.m. g 1 .
The result follows.
 .  X.b Precisely three entries of l.m. A are constants. In this case,
one of them is 0. Let
f 1Xl.m. A s . .  /1 0
 .Then l.m. A has three constant entries.
 .  .c The same as b , but
1 fXl.m. A s , .  /0 1
f nonconstant. Then
l.m. f l.m. g l.m. f .  .  .
l.m. A s , .  /l.m. g 1 .
 .  .so that the first row of l.m. A is l.m. f times the second row, as well as
 .the first column is l.m. g times the second column.
Now we come to the main case.
 .ii Let
a bXA s , /c d
and, say,
l.m. a , l.m. b s h ? l.m. c , l.m. d , 6 .  .  .  .  . .  .
l.m. a , l.m. c s hX ? l.m. b , l.m. d 7 .  .  .  .  . .  .
X for some nonconstant monomials h, h if some of them are constant, then
.we are done . This means, in particular, that a, b, c are nonconstant.
Again, we consider only one case here}where
1 g
E s , g / 0.k  /0 1
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Then
a b q ga
A s . /c d q gc
 .Since det A s 1, this yields
l.m. c ? l.m. b q ga s l.m. a ? l.m. d q gc .  .  .  .
s h ? l.m. c ? l.m. d q gc . .  .
 .  .  .Therefore, l.m. b q ga s h ? l.m. d q gc . This together with 6 means
 .  .the first row of l.m. A is h times the second row. Also, by 7 , we have
 .  .  .  .  .  .l.m. b q ga s l.m. ga s l.m. g ? l.m. a , and l.m. d q gc s l.m. gc s
 .  .  .  .l.m. g ? l.m. c . Hence the second column of l.m. A is l.m. g times the
first column.
This completes the proof of Proposition 2.5.
To complete the proof of Theorem 1.4, we recall from the proof of
Theorem 1.1 that a polynomial p is coordinate if and only if the row
  .  ..  .d p , d p can be completed to a matrix from GE P . Combining this1 2 2 2
with Proposition 2.5 yields the result.
3. ALGORITHM FOR DETECTING COORDINATE
POLYNOMIALS
 .Given a polynomial p s p x , x , we want to figure out whether or not1 2
it is part of a basis of the polynomial algebra P .2
 .  .  .Step 1. Take the derivatives d p , d p ; denote q s d p , q s1 2 1 1 2
 .d p .2
 .Step 2. If the leading monomial l.m. of q is not divisible by the1
 .leading monomial of q or vice versa , then p is not a part of a2
 .basis}this follows from Theorem 1.1 and Proposition 2.5. If l.m. q s h ?1
 .  .  .l.m. q or l.m. q s h ? l.m. q for some monomial h, then we go on to2 2 1
Step 3. Set qX s q y h ? q or qX s q y h ? q , respectively. If, say,1 1 2 2 2 1
 X .  X .l.m. q s 1, then p is part of a basis by Theorem 1.1. If l.m. q s 0, then1 1
 .p is part of a basis if and only if l.m. q s 1}again by Theorem 1.1. If2
 X . Xl.m. q / 0 or 1, then repeat Step 2 upon replacing q with q , or q with1 1 1 2
qX , respectively.2
Since the maximum of the degrees of q and q decreases every time we1 2
 .  .apply Step 3, we can apply it at most d q d y 1 q ??? q1 s d d q 1 r2
times, where d is the degree of the polynomial p. Therefore, our algorithm
has quadratic growth with respect to the degree of a polynomial.
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If our algorithm has revealed p to be a coordinate polynomial, then it is
also easy to find a polynomial q such that p and q generate the whole
algebra P . All we have to do is to keep track of the transformations in2
 .  .  .Step 3 in the matrix form as follows: q , q ª q , q E h , where1 2 1 2
1 0 1 yhE h s or . .  /  /yh 1 0 1
  .  ..In the end, if the polynomial p is coordinate, we arrive at d p , d p s1 2
 .  .1, 0 ? M, where M is a product of all the matrices E h that we have
d p d p .  .1 2 .encountered. It follows that M is of the form . Then, bys s1 2
 .  .Proposition 2.4, we conclude that s s d q ; s s d q for a polynomial1 1 2 2
q g P , and p and q generate P .2 2
Remark 3.1. This algorithm can also be used to find a sequence of
elementary automorphisms that reduces p g P to x in case p is a2 1
coordinate polynomial. Indeed, as we have just shown, we can find a matrix
 .   .  ..  .M g GE P such that d p , d p s 1, 0 ? M, together with a decom-2 2 1 2
position of M in a product of elementary matrices. Then applying the
w xinductive argument from the proof of 16, Theorem 6 gives an effective
procedure for constructing a desired sequence of elementary automor-
phisms.
 .  .  .  .Namely, suppose M s E p ? E q ? ??? ? E p ? E q , where12 1 21 1 12 k 21 k
1 p 1 0
E p s and E q s . .  .12 21 /  /q 10 1
 .Then, from Wright's proof, it follows that q s q x , so that the matrixk k 1
 .E q is the Jacobian matrix of an elementary automorphism. Similarly, if21 k
 .the first elementary matrix on the right is of the form E p , then12 k
 .  .p s p x whence E p is the Jacobian matrix of an elementaryk k 2 12 k
automorphism. The inductive procedure now is clear.
Remark 3.2. An algorithm alternative to that of Remark 3.1 can be
obtained as follows. Given a coordinate polynomial p g P , we can find a2
polynomial q such that p and q generate P }see the preceding discus-2
w xsion. Then we can use the procedure based on 5, Theorem 8.5 to reduce
 .  .p, q to x , x by a sequence of elementary automorphisms. The differ-1 2
ence between this algorithm and that of Remark 3.1 is informally speak-
.ing the same as between Nielsen's and Whitehead's algorithms in a free
 w x.group see 10 .
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4. RELATION TO THE JACOBIAN CONJECTURE
In this section, we discuss very briefly how our method may be used to
construct a possible counterexample to the Jacobian conjecture in higher
dimensions.
 w xThe Jacobian conjecture is very well known see 2, 5 for a survey and
.background , but just to make the exposition self-contained, we recall its
claim:
  ..Jacobian conjecture. If the Jacobian matrix J s d p is in-j i 1F i, jF n
vertible, then polynomials p , . . . , p generate the whole algebra P .1 n n
First of all, we note:
PROPOSITION 4.1. If polynomials p , . . . , p pro¨ide a counterexample to1 n
the Jacobian conjecture with minimal possible n, then each of those polynomi-
als has outer rank greater than 1.
Proof. Suppose p , say, has outer rank 1. Then, upon applying an1
 .automorphism if necessary , we can assume that p has the form p s1 1
 .p x . In order to have the Jacobian matrix invertible, we should then1 1
U  .  .have p s a ? x for some a g K . Then the n y 1 = n y 1 Jacobian1 1
X   ..matrix J s d p is also invertible, which implies, by the mini-j i 2 F i, jF n
 .w x  .w xmality assumption, that K x p , . . . , p s K x x , . . . , x , where1 2 n 1 2 n
 . w x  .K x is the quotient field of K x . It follows that K x , p , . . . , p s1 1 1 2 n
 . w x w xK x , x , . . . , x , which by Keller's theorem 8 implies K x , p , . . . , p1 2 n 1 2 n
s P . Therefore, the polynomials p , . . . , p generate the whole algebran 1 n
P , hence a contradiction.n
This shows that polynomials with unimodular gradient, but of outer rank
greater than 1, are the key to constructing a counterexample to the
w xJacobian conjecture. By a result of Suslin 14 , every unimodular polyno-
mial row of dimension n G 3 can be completed to an invertible n = n
 .matrix over P . Of course, the problem is to have those other n y 1 rowsn
 .  .  .satisfy the conditions d q s d q for every row q , . . . , q }this isj i i j 1 n
needed to make sure our invertible matrix is actually a Jacobian matrix.
The higher the dimension of our unimodular row is, the ``more room''
we have for building a matrix with the desired properties. There are
several algorithms known for completing a unimodular polynomial row to
 w x.an invertible square matrix over P see, e.g., 9 , but all of them aren
rather complicated. A practical algorithm like that would be a major step




We are grateful to H. Park for his kind permission to use his unpublished result
 .Proposition 2.5 here. The second author also thanks the Department of Mathematics of the
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